Kaba exos 9300
The efficient solution for access, organisation and security

Everything under control in one system
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Kaba exos 9300
Holistic access management
Security and organisation mean many things to many people. Every company has its own particular demands, which are subject to constant change. For instance, they wish to grant visitors, employees and managers different access rights on certain days, or award external company personnel temporary access rights for specific tasks. You maybe want to know who was in a particular area at a certain time or how they handle changes in their organisation, company expansion or increased security needs? The answer is Kaba exos.
Kaba exos forms the basis of your company-wide access management solution. It is a modular standard system that not only covers all the necessary access control and recording functions, but can also be customised and extended to suit your demands and processes.

So it is ideal for both groups with lots of sites and SMEs. Kaba exos also affords maximum safety and investment security at all times. Even if your future needs profile may be quite different to what it is today. Kaba exos gives you more flexibility for the future. Take advantage of our wide range of access components, irrespective of the access scenario, and enjoy products that are exclusively from one single source. Or, in other words: quality from one provider – from software to mechanical key and electronic locking systems and singularisation systems. And there’s more: Are you interested in all-in-one solutions? We provide them, too, from consulting and planning to implementation – we support you in extending and adapting your systems and plants.
Kaba exos 9300 is our holistic access management system for handling all access applications simply and securely.

- Standard processes and efficient workflows based on the integration and management of all mechanical, mechatronic and electronic access points in one system
- Immense flexibility based on the problem-free use of your existing media, access readers and door components and the integration and linking of intrusion, alarm and video systems
- Increased economic efficiency thanks to the integration of time and attendance recording and shared use of infrastructure and peripheral components
- Reduction in infrastructure and personnel costs thanks to seamless system integration into your IT world and problem-free connection to ERP systems
- Easy installation and maintenance thanks to web-based clients
- High investment security thanks to convenient update functionality of the system components as well as their backwards compatibility
- Sure availability due to reliable operation, even in the event of network connection failure
- Maximum data transmission security
- Easy expansion thanks to modular and scalable system design
- Easy consolidation of sites and migration of existing solutions
Overview of your benefits

Employees, visitors, contractors, your reception and gate staff, HR department, security service and many other sectors benefit from Kaba exos. Simply because the access solution has one aim: to increase the efficiency of your organisation and your company’s security.

Fewer sources of trouble, improved security
Kaba exos can be customised to your organisation and infrastructure. Integrated process steps like, for instance ID personalisation, safety instructions or denied access checking afford maximum efficiency. Your personnel is awarded precise access rights, role-based according to duties and areas of responsibility. This minimises sources of error and increases security.

Ease of use
Thanks to intuitive web-based user interfaces your employees save time and can focus on their core duties. And: everyone can quickly find their way around clearly structured applications and user interfaces. This saves time on initial training, particularly if you have a fast turnover of security and gate personnel.

Efficient management looks like this
No matter whether employees are joining, leaving the company or changing department. Or a visitor has a few hours’ access to your meeting room or a contractor is employed on your production line for a week: with Kaba exos you benefit from efficient straightforward management processes. Automatic data import from ERP systems further reduces effort.

Everything always under control
Kaba exos manages all access rights easily, transparently and securely. You always have full control over all media and keys and the corresponding access rights. The familiar locking plan view for mechanical key and electronic key systems makes the operation of these systems easy and user-friendly.

Security can be as transparent as this
Kaba exos records and documents all events without fail: this creates transparency and allows you to trace back events at any time. The system offers integrated processes, allowing you to ensure that statutory standards (e.g. Act on Aviation Security, SOX, ISO) and internal directives are satisfied. Access to log data, evaluations or exports can be precisely limited according to privacy or company guidelines.

Pre-empt risks
The graphic visualisation ensures a perfect overview of all system statuses and fast identification of incidents, allowing you to initiate targeted action in the event. Thanks to the comprehensive clear visualisation even less experienced personnel can take reliable action, for instance to control doors, entrances or barriers.
# Company-wide security

Benefit from comprehensive security and lean processes in all areas of your company. From site and building entrances to high-security areas: all processes are organised in a central system with Kaba exos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>01 Human Resources</th>
<th>04 Security officers and personnel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Employees being hired, leaving or changing departments</td>
<td>• Zone and access right definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personalisation and issue of user media</td>
<td>• Event management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assignment of access rights</td>
<td>• Key system management and key issuing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Processing of collected data in third party systems</td>
<td>• User media management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>02 Access to underground parking</th>
<th>05 Manufacturing and production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Parking management</td>
<td>• Access control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Barrier control</td>
<td>• Biometric or PIN verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Long-range reader integration</td>
<td>• Turnstiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• License plate recognition</td>
<td>• Simple time registration for contractor employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>03 Site entrance and access</th>
<th>06 Datacentre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Visitor management</td>
<td>• Secure central data storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Access control</td>
<td>• Installation of upgrades and extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contractor presence time evaluation</td>
<td>• Data exchanger with higher-level systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>07 Access to security areas</th>
<th>08 Main entrance/reception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Access control</td>
<td>• Access control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biometric or PIN verification</td>
<td>• Visitor and Contractor management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Turnstiles</td>
<td>• Lockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Key boxes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 09 Security control centre/porter’s lodge | |
|------------------------------------------||
| • Alarm and event management | • Manual control of accesses, barriers and doors |
| • Manual image verification | |
dormakaba has a reputation for innovative solutions and impressive technology. We maintain it by continuously extending the functionality and efficiency of our systems, in our commitment to constantly offering you maximum security and efficiency.
01 Mobile access control
With Kaba mobile access you can now also use mobile devices as an access medium. Rights are assigned centrally in Kaba exos and are securely transmitted to the mobile phone over the mobile network.

02 All locking components in one system
Kaba exos also seamlessly integrates all mechanical key and electronic locking systems into your access management system. Locking systems are displayed in the familiar locking plan view and electronic access rights can be changed easily and flexibly. Mechanical keys, RFID cards or combined smartkey – with Kaba exos you can now manage all media from issue to recovery easily and efficiently.

03 Wireless access control
Use the new wireless components to simply integrate electronic locking components into your system wirelessly. This is an advantage, for instance, in historic buildings or glass doors where wiring is not possible. Authorisations can be changed faster and system statuses checked more easily. On-site configuration is dispensed with, as programming is conducted centrally by access management.

04 Visitor management made simple
The new web-based visitor management system is exceptionally efficient and flexible. Welcome visitors, contractors and external companies with greater ease and convenience, while minimising waiting times. The fast and easy check-in process can be tailored to your needs and takes into account mandatory security directives and blacklists. All movements from entering to leaving the building can be clearly traced back in the system.

05 Biometric access control
Biometric access control impresses with very easy handling and high user acceptance, and maximum data security. Security risks arising from user media being lost or passed on, for instance, are thus minimised, with enhanced economic efficiency for you guaranteed from the outset.
Mobile Access lets you easily and flexibly transfer access rights to a smartphone. For you, this means that you manage all access rights centrally in your dormakaba access solution and turn mobile devices into access media.

You can easily transfer access rights to a smartphone in advance or at short notice in real time, saving yourself the effort of issuing and collecting additional access media.

Keep all access events under control – and define who, when and for how long users have access. Digitisation can be this easy.

Benefits
- Easy implementation
- Easy handling
- Process optimisation
- Saving resources
- State-of-the-art technology
Mobile Access lets you enjoy smooth operation because employees, visitors and service providers use their smartphones as access media. You can integrate new applications into your corporate solution via further apps, letting dormakaba bring you one step closer to digitising your workflows.

Besides the usual access application, Mobile Access is also suitable for special situations like:

- After business hours
- Night-time maintenance
- Assigning rights at short notice
Overview of your benefits

- User-friendly management of all types of locking systems and media in one system
- Comprehensive overview of all access rights in your company
- Automatic receipts and registering of deposited securities
- High security and ease of use, regardless of the medium
- Free choice of card design, with or without photo
- Reliable recording of all access rights and media issued
- Reminder function for returning media and keys
- Manufacturer-independent key and cylinder management
- Multifunction cards (e.g. with pay function) are also possible
Everything under control in one system
Who has a key for the meeting room? Is Mr. Smith already authorised to enter the warehouse? Who has the key to the workshop? How long was the external company and its tradesmen in the building? Kaba exos provides the answers to these and many other questions.

Kaba exos controls all access points and locking systems in your company and assigns available media and keys to authorised persons. You manage access readers, electronic locking and mechanical key systems all in the one system and thus always have everything under control in terms of who is authorised to access which areas.

Free choice of media for enhanced flexibility
With Kaba exos, you can decide which media you would like to use, whether it’s LEGIC, MIFARE, a BLE/NFC-compatible mobile device or biometric verification using your fingerprint. You choose the appropriate identification medium or combination to suit your needs. The following might also interest you: Smartkeys combined keys and user media for electronic access components.

So you have one medium for everything, while users enjoy maximum convenience.

Holistic access management in one system
The right solution for every door and security level

All companies have areas with different security requirements and types of access – e.g. doors, sliding doors, turnstiles etc. Some accesses are used frequently, some seldom. We offer you the perfect solution for every constellation.

Mechanical lock, electronic locking system or an access reader? dormakaba has the answer: we offer solutions that are connected directly to the system per wire or wireless, alternatively you can choose standalone components that you can integrate into system inexpensively with our user-friendly CardLink system.

 Depending on your needs, you can select media technology or a combination of various options, from biometric verification to PIN codes. Our TouchGo system (RCID) even allows you to open doors without having to take the medium out of your pocket. Simply touch the door knob to gain access.

Access management couldn’t be simpler or more flexible. Your crucial benefit from this versatility: Kaba exos adapts exactly to your circumstances and can be extended and upgraded at any time. No matter whether your security demands change, new accesses are added or other sites are to be included.
Overview of the different access and media solutions

01 Access control per card and reader is easy, user-friendly and secure.

02 Kaba TouchGo opens doors by touching.

03 Electronic locking systems offer comprehensive access management options.

04 Mechanical solutions offer security at best possible economy and ecology.

05 The right solution for every access point.
# All media, all options, all for the best

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Or, simply,</th>
<th>Access card</th>
<th>Key fobs</th>
<th>Kaba smart key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Multi-
application/technology | our favourite | Rugged | One for all |
| • RFID chip | • RFID chip | • RFID chip |
| Key applications | • Access  
• Shop floor data and time recording  
• Payment  
• Follow-me printing and copies | • Access  
• Shop floor data and time recording  
• Payment  
• Follow-me printing and copies | • Access  
• Shop floor data and time recording  
• Payment  
• Follow-me printing and copies |
| Unique selling points | • Can be printed all over | • Rugged and resilient | • Checks electronic authorisation and mechanical permutation  
• Colour clips for greater transparency |
| Safety | • Additional option for combining PIN code or biometry | • Additional option for combining PIN code or biometry | • Additional option for combining PIN code or biometry  
• A mechatronic door can only be opened with the smart key if both RFID chip and key are authorised at the same time |
| In the event of loss | • Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities) | • Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities) | • Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities) |
TouchGo transponder | Smartphone | Mechanical key

**Discreet**
- RFID chip
- Resistive capacitive identification

**Digital**
- Via further apps
- Near field communication
- Bluetooth

**Classic**
- Permutation

Mainly on premises to which access must be fast, smooth and organised immediately e.g.
- In residential and nursing homes and hospitals

Can also be deployed
- Access
- Shop floor data and time recording
- Payment

**Discreet**
- Just take it along, no need to use it
- Combination of RFID and RCID

**Digital**
- No issue of media
- Mobile Access can be integrated into a corporate app

**Classic**
- Combination-friendly dormakaba locking systems
- Future-focused KeyLink planning method

- Additional option for combining PIN code or biometry
- Additionally PIN code or fingerprint protected

**Discreet**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Digital**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Classic**
- Cylinder needs to be replaced in case of loss

- A mechatronic door can only be opened with the smart key if both RFID chip and key are authorised at the same time
- Additional option for combining PIN code or biometry
- Additionally PIN code or fingerprint protected

**Discreet**
- Color clips for greater transparency

**Digital**
- Combination-friendly dormakaba locking systems
- Future-focused KeyLink planning method

**Classic**
- Patented security system
- Copy protection

**Discreet**
- Can be printed all over
- Rugged and resilient
- Checks electronic authorisation and mechanical permutation

**Digital**
- Mobile Access can be integrated into a corporate app

**Classic**
- Future-focused KeyLink planning method

**Discreet**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Digital**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Classic**
- Cylinder needs to be replaced in case of loss

**Discreet**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Digital**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Classic**
- Cylinder needs to be replaced in case of loss

**Discreet**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Digital**
- Rights can be electronically cancelled (thus no vulnerabilities)

**Classic**
- Cylinder needs to be replaced in case of loss
Stay on the safe side in the future

Our access readers are also perfect in critical high-security areas and can be easily adapted to new demands.

Outdoors our remote readers are the perfect solution for maximum security. The control devices are always installed securely indoors, where they regulate access enabling. Communication between the registration unit and control device is encrypted to round off the security concept.

Equipped for the future
Should your security demands change, our registration units can be simply replaced by other models, and so cleverly that there is no need to change any existing wiring. In other words, at the turn of a hand you can turn a normal reader into a PIN code reader.

Automatically up-to-date
We continuously develop our solutions to keep you up to state-of-the-art standards. Simple firmware updates allow you to enjoy new functions and keep your access solution up to the latest security standards, while safeguarding your investment.

Remote reader

Outdoor registration units

Indoor control devices

Simple updates and smooth replacement
Exclusive look in two design lines
Solutions that also look great

The company entrance creates a first impression and is a visual «business card» for employees and visitors. Our solutions guarantee both secure and beautiful accesses around the globe.

At Kaba we demand high standards in product development. And this applies not only to technology, functionality and quality, but also to a very particular degree, to design. The timeless pure design and clear design language of our solutions impress both customers all over the world and prestigious design institutes. Kaba products have won several design awards. We attach importance to professional design not only in terms of hardware, but also software with clear comprehensive navigation and intuitive operation – for instance on the web-based staff- and visitor management application.
Solutions for SAP users

Time and attendance systems

Singularisation systems

Revolving doors and circular sliding doors
Other access solutions for comprehensive security

Aside from Kaba exos we offer several other solutions for greater security and transparent processes.

Solutions for SAP users, for instance, where the focus is on organisational access control. Or systems for time and attendance and shop floor data collection. Not forgetting our revolving doors and circular sliding doors and singularisation systems – the perfect complement to our access systems.